[An Elderly Case of Recurrent Neuroendocrine Carcinoma of the Stomach Treated with Ramucirumab].
An 84-years-old man underwent total gastrectomy with D1 plus lymph node dissection in December 2015, and diagnosed as Stage III B neuroendocrine carcinoma of the stomach. An abdominal computed tomography revealed swollen paraaortic lymph nodes and left adrenal grand in May 2016. Since his serum level of CA19-9 was elevated, he was thus diagnosed as having recurrence, and was started chemotherapy with ramucirumab(RAM). After introduction of the chemotherapy, his serum level of CA19-9 was decreased gradually and metastatic foci were also decreased in size. Although the patient required relatively longer administration interval according to the severity of general fatigue, he continued the chemotherapy without severe adverse effects until he rejected further treatment in January 2017, and satisfactory therapeutic result was acquired. While the prognosis of gastric neuroendocrine carcinoma is reported to be very poor, no definitive therapeutic guideline is available at present. Especially in elderly patients, we should pay considerable attention to the selection of chemotherapeutic agents because of their own adverse effects. In the present case, RAM could be administered safely, and it seemed that RAM might become a useful therapeutic option for gastric neuroendocrine carcinoma even in elderly patients.